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Abstract

The aim of this paper is two-fold. Firstly we provide necessary and sufficient criteria
for the existence of a strict deformation quantization of algebraic tensor products of Poisson
algebras, and secondly we discuss the existence of products of KMS states.

As an application, we discuss the correspondence between quantum and classical Hamilto-
nians in spin systems and we provide a relation between the resolvent of Schödinger operators
for non-interacting many particle systems and quantization maps.
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1 Introduction

The concept of strict deformation quantization has been introduced by Rieffel in [22] in order
to provide a mathematical formalism that describes the transition from a classical theory to a
quantum theory in terms of deformations of (commutative) Poisson algebras (representing the
classical theory) into non-commutative C˚-algebras (characterizing the quantum theory). More
precisely, given a commutative C˚-algebra A0 the strict deformation quantization of A0 consists
of the assignment of a continuous bundle A of C˚-algebras pA~q~PI over an interval I along with
a family of quantization maps Q~ : rA0 Ñ A~, with ~ P I and rA0 Ă A0 a dense Poisson subalgebra
of A0, which rules the deformation of A0 (cf. Definition 2.9). Once that a quantum theory is
constructed, the classical counterpart is obtained by performing the so-called classical limit, i.e.
~Ñ 0 (see [13,19,24] for a rigorous construction). For sake of completeness, let us illustrate this
with an example of the strict deformation quantization of a classical particle on the phase space
R2n.

Quantization of a classical particle The classical observables of a free particle on the phase
space R2n are encoded in the ring of continuous functions vanishing at infinity on this space, i.e.
C0pR2nq, which in particular contains (a) commutative dense Poisson algebra(s). For convenience
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we take the simplest functional-analytic setting in which only smooth compactly supported func-
tions f P C8c pR2nq (with Poisson structure given by the natural symplectic form

řn
j“1 dpj ^ dq

j)

are quantized. In order to relate C8c pR2nq to a quantum theory described on some Hilbert space,
one needs to deform C8c pR2nq into non-commutatative C˚-algebras exploiting a family of quan-
tization maps. In this setting the family of quantization maps are given by

Q~ : C8c pR2nq Ñ B8pL
2pRnqq;

Q~pfq “

ż

R2n

dnpdnq

p2π~qn
fpp, qq|φ

pp,qq
~ yxφ

pp,qq
~ |,

where ~ P p0, 1s, B8pHq is the C˚-algebra of compact operators on the Hilbert space H “

L2pRnq with the usual Lebesgue measure dnpdnq and, for each point pp, qq P R2n, the operator

|φ
pp,qq
~ yxφ

pp,qq
~ | : L2pRnq Ñ L2pRnq is defined as the orthogonal projection onto the linear span of

the normalized wavefunctions φ
pp,qq
~ given, for x P Rn, by

φ
pp,qq
~ pxq “ pπ~q´n{4e´ipq{2~e´ipx{~e´px´qq

2{2~ , φ
pp,qq
~ P L2pRq. (1.1)

The functions (1.1) are dubbed (Schrödinger) coherent states. In [22,23] Rieffel showed that the
fibers A0 “ C0pR2nq, and A~ “ B8pHq p~ P p0, 1sq can be combined into a (locally non-trivial)
continuous bundle A of C˚-algebras over base space I “ r0, 1s; the maps Q~ which are defined on
the dense subspace C8c pR2nq Ă A0 are called quantization maps.

As noticed by Landsman in [12, 13], a continuous bundle of C˚- algebras provides a natural
setting to describe models in quantum statistical mechanics. By interpreting the semi-classical
parameter as the number of particles of a system, namely ~ “ 1{N P 1{N Y t0u, the limit
N Ñ 8 provides the so-called thermodynamic limit, namely the density of the system N{V is
kept fixed, and the volume V of the system sent to infinity, as well. This has been rigorously
studied using operator algebras since the 1960s. The limiting system constructed at the limit
N “ 8 is typically quantum statistical mechanics in infinite volume. In this setting the so-called
quasi-local observables are studied: these give rise to a non-commutative continuous bundles of
C˚-algebras, namely Apqq, defined over the base space I :“ 1{NY t0u Ă r0, 1s with fibers at 1{N
given by a N -fold tensor product of a matrix algebra with itself. However, the limit N Ñ8 can
also provide the relation between classical (spin) theories viewed as limits of quantum statistical
mechanics. In this case the quasi-symmetric (or macroscopic) observables are studied and these
induce a commutative bundle of C˚-algebras denoted by Apcq which is defined over the same base
space I :“ 1{NY t0u Ă r0, 1s with exactly the same fibers at 1{N as the algebra Apqq, but differ
at N “ 8, i.e., 1{N “ 0. It is precisely the bundle Apcq which relates these (spin) systems to
strict deformation quantization, since macroscopic observables are defined by (quasi-) symmetric
sequences which in turn are induced by certain quantization maps. Again, these maps can be
used to prove the existence of the classical limit for quantum spin systems which has particularly
been done for mean-field quantum spin systems [14,25].

As noticed for the first time by Rieffel in [22] non-commutative tori can be considered as
a strict deformation quantization of ordinary tori with an appropriate Poisson structure. As a
consequence it is reasonable to expect that any symplectic twisted group C˚-algebra (see e.g. [2,3])
can be seen as a strict deformation of ordinary manifold. But it is not clear if any ordinary
(Poisson) manifold does admit a strict deformation quantization and having a general criterion
for the existence of a strict deformation quantization still seems to be too far reaching. Let us
remark that noncommutative geometry has many interesting applications in physical theory, like
the quantum hall effect (see e.g. [4]) and abelian Chern-Simons theory (see e.g. [9]). The aim of
this paper is dual: on the one hand, we shall provide a sufficient criterion for the existence of a
strict deformation quantization of algebraic product of Poisson algebras (cf. Theorem 3.3). On the
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other hand, we shall prove that the products of KMS states is still a KMS state (cf. Theorem 4.2).
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3 we show that given two locally compact Poisson manifold
X and Y , which admit strict deformation quantization over the interval I “ 1{NY t0u, also the
Poisson manifold X ˆ Y does so (cf. Corollary 3.5).

The paper is structured as follows. In the 2nd section, we fix our notation and we recall some
results from the theory of operator algebras. Section 3 and 4 are the core of the paper where the
main result are obtained. Finally in Section 5 we discuss some applications of our main results
to spin systems and resolvent algebra.
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2 Preliminaries

In this section we collect the basic facts and conventions concerning operator algebras and strict
deformation quantization of Poisson algebras. For a detailed introduction the reader may con-
sult [12,13,21].

2.1 The injective tensor product of continuous bundles of C˚-algebras

In this section, we shall collect basic facts about injective tensor products of continuous bundles
of C˚-algebra. We begin by recasting the definition of continuous bundle of C˚-algebras.

Definition 2.1. A bundle of C˚-algebras over a locally compact Hausdorff space I is a triple
A :“ pI, A, π~ : A Ñ A~q, where A is a C˚-algebra (the bundle C˚-algebra) and, for each ~ P I,
π~ is a ˚-epimorphism of A onto a C˚-algebra A~ such that:

(i) the family tπ~|~ P Iu is faithful, i.e. }a} “ sup~PI }π~paq}~ for each ~ P I and } ¨ } (resp.
} ¨ }~) denote the C˚-norm of A (resp. A~);

(ii) there exist an action ρ : C0pIq ˆAÑ A such that π~pρpf, aqq “ fp~qπ~paq for any ~ P I.

A continuous bundle of C˚-algebras is a C˚-bundle A “ pI, A, π~q which also satisfies

(iii) for a P A, the norm function Npaq : ~ ÞÑ }π~paq}~ is in C0pIq.

A continuous section of the bundle is an element ta~u~PI of Π~PIA~ for which there exists an
a P A such that a~ “ π~paq for each ~ P I. It is not requested that the C˚-algebras A~ are unital.
If all the A~ are instead unital, then also A is assumed to be unital and π~ is supposed to be
unit-preserving.
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Remark 2.2. Notice that, since the π~ are homomorphisms of C˚-algebras, the ˚-algebra oper-
ations in A correspond to the corresponding pointwise operations of the sections I Q ~ ÞÑ π~paq.
Condition (ii) reinforce the linearity preservation condition permitting coefficients continuously
depending on ~.

As explained in the introduction of [15], Definition 2.1 is equivalent to the classical definition
of a continuous field of C˚-algebras [11, Definition 10.3.1]. Indeed we can identify A with the ˚-
algebra of elements γ in the cartesian product Π~PIA~ for which there is an a P A with γ~ “ π~paq
for ~ P I. If Γ is the ˚-algebra of elements of Π~PIA~ which coincide on compact subsets of I with
elements of A, the triple pI, A, π~q is a continuous field of C˚-algebras in the sense of [11], and
the subset of continuous functions vanishing at infinity C0pΓq equals A. Conversely, if pI, A, π~q
is a continuous field of C˚-algebras on I and A is the ˚-algebra of γ P Γ such that the function
~ ÞÑ }γ~} is in C0pIq, then A is a C˚-algebra and pI, A, π~ : A Ñ A~q is a continuous bundle in
the sense of Definition 2.1, with A “ C0pΓq.

If A and B are continuous bundles of C˚-algebras there exists a natural bundle Ab B over I
with bundle algebras given by the algebraic tensor product AbB. Clearly AbB is not a bundle
of C˚-algebras since the algebraic tensor product A b B is only a pre-C˚-algebra. Therefore, a
suitable completion of AbB has to be performed to obtain a C˚-algebra. A natural strategy is
to embed AbB as a ˚-subalgebra of algebra of bounded operators BpHq for some Hilbert space
H: The norm of an element in AbB will then be the operator norm of the associated bounded
operator. The resulting norm on AbB is usually dubbed injective tensor norm (or spatial norm
or minimal C˚-norm) and we will denote it as } ¨ }ε. We summarize the above discussion in the
following theorem and we refer to [21] for more details.

Theorem 2.3 ( [21, Theorem B.9]). Let A and B be C˚-algebras and consider two faithful
representations πA : AÑ BpHAq and πB : B Ñ BpHBq. Then it holds:

- There exists a unique ˚-homomorphism πA b πB : A b B Ñ BpHA bHBq such that πA b
πBpab bq “ πApaq b πBpbq;

- The C˚-norm } ¨ }ε on AbB defined by

}

k
ÿ

i“1

ai b bi}ε :“ }
k
ÿ

i“i

πApaiq b πBpbiq}BpHAbHBq

does not depend on the choice of representations and it is a cross-norm, i.e. for all ai P A
and bi P B it holds

}ai b bi}ε “ }ai}A}bi}B (2.1)

where } ¨ }A and } ¨ }B are the C˚-norm of A and B respectively.

Definition 2.4. Given two C˚-algebras A and B, we call injective tensor product of A and B
the completion Ab̂εB of AbB with respect to the injective tensor norm } ¨ }ε.

Example 2.5. There are some basic examples where the injective tensor product of two C˚-
algebras takes a familiar form. When one algebra is commutative, for example, we can identify
the injective tensor product with an algebra of complex-valued functions. If X is a locally
compact Hausdorff space and A is a C˚-algebra, then the ring C0pX,Aq of continuous functions
f : X Ñ A such that x ÞÑ }fpxq} vanishes at infinity is a C˚-algebra with pointwise operations
and the supremum norm:

fgpxq “ fpxqgpxq f˚pxq “ fpxq˚ }f}0 “ sup
xPX

}fpxq} .

As shown in [21, Corollary B.17,] if X and Y are locally compact Hausdorff spaces, then there
is an isomorphism ψ of C0pXqb̂εC0pY q onto C0pX ˆ Y q such that ψpf b gqpx, yq “ fpxqgpyq for
every f P C0pXq and g P C0pY q.
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Replacing the algebraic tensor product A b B with the injective tensor product Ab̂εB, we thus
obtain a bundle of C˚-algebras but this bundle is only lower-semicontinuous as shown by Kirch-
berg and Wasserman in [15, Proposition 4.9]. A sufficient criterium for continuity is obtained
in [15, Remark 2.6.1], by combining [15, Lemma 2.4 and 2.5]. We recall the result for sake of
completeness.

Lemma 2.6 ( [15, Remark 2.6.1]). Let A “ pI, A, π~ : A Ñ A~q and B “ pI,B, σ~ : B Ñ B~q

be continuous bundles of C˚-algebras. If for every ~ P I the algebras A~ and B~ are nuclear
C˚-algebras, then Ab̂εB is a continuous bundle of C˚-algebras.

Remark 2.7. Clearly assuming that A~ and B~ are nuclear is a sufficient but not a necessary
condition. On account of [15, Theorem 4.6] one can even take one bundle to nuclear.

A sufficient and necessary condition however was provided by Archbold in [1].

Theorem 2.8 ( [1, Theorem 3.3]). Let A “ pI, A, π~ : A Ñ A~q and B “ pI,B, σ~ : B Ñ B~q

be continuous bundles of C˚-algebras. Then for each ~ P I, the function ~ ÞÑ }pπ~ b σ~qpcq}~ is
continuous for all c P Ab̂εB at ~ if and only if

kerpπ~ b σ~q “ kerpπ~qb̂εB `Ab̂ε kerpσ~q .

2.2 Strict deformation quantization

A Poisson algebra is a real (or complex) algebra endowed with a Poisson bracket, i.e. a skew-
symmetric bilinear map t¨, ¨u : A ˆ A Ñ A which satisfies Jacobi identity and Leibniz rule. If
the algebra is endowed with an involution, i.e. A is a ˚-algebra, we additional demand that, for
every f, g P A, it holds tf, gu˚ “ tf˚, g˚u. We now give the definition of a strict deformation
quantization.

Definition 2.9. A strict deformation quantization of a Poisson algebra rA0 densely contained in
a commutative C˚-algebra A0 consists of:

(I) A continuous bundle of unital C˚-algebras A :“ pI, A, π~ : A Ñ A~q, (with norms || ¨ ||~)
where I is an subset of R containing 0 as accumulation point;

(II) A collection of linear ˚-preserving quantization maps, namely a family Q :“ tQ~u~PI of
maps Q~ : rA0 Ñ A~ such that:

(i) Q0 is the inclusion map rA0 ãÑ A0 and Q~p1A0q “ 1A~ (the unit of A~);

(ii) Each Q~ is self-adjoint, i.e. Q~pf
˚q “ Q~pfq

˚;

iii) For each f P rA0 the following cross-section of the bundle is continuous:

0 ÞÑ f ;

~ ÞÑ Q~pfq, p~ P pIzt0uqq;

(iv) Each pair f, g P rA0 satisfies the Dirac-Groenewold-Rieffel condition:

lim
~Ñ0

||
i

~
rQ~pfq, Q~pgqs ´Q~ptf, guq||~ “ 0.

Remark 2.10. Notice that Definition 2.9 generalizes the classical definition of strict deformation
quantization of a Poisson manifold X (see e.g. [13, Definition 7.1]). Indeed, once that a Poisson
structure is defined on a dense C˚-subalgebra rA0 of the algebra of continuous functions vanishing
at infinity C0pXq, it is easy to check that A0 :“ C0pXq is a C˚-algebra with C˚-norm given by
the supremum norm.
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Remark 2.11. If one requires the quantization maps Q~ to be injective for each ~ and that
Q~p rA0q is a dense ˚-subalgebra of A~ (for each ~ P I), then the previous definition defines a strict
deformation quantization in the sense of [12, Definition 1.1.2]. If one requires that the base space
I is discrete or such that A~ are identical for each ~ ‰ 0 then the quantization maps in Definition
2.9 uniquely define this bundle [12, Theorem 1.2.4].

Example 2.12. As an example, we consider the strict deformation quantization of Poisson
manifold S2 whose Poisson bracket on C8pS2q is defined by

tf, gupxq :“
3
ÿ

a,b,c“1

εabcxc
Bf

Bxa

Bg

Bxb
, x P S2,

where εabc is the Levi-Civita symbol. To construct a continuous bundle of unital C˚-algebras, we
set I :“ 1{NY t0u and ew consider the family of C˚-algebras

A~ :“

#

CpS2q for ~ “ 0

Matn`1pCq for ~ P 1{N

where n :“ 1{~ and Matn`1pCq denotes the space of pn` 1qˆ pn` 1q-complex matrices. Let now
set rA0 to be the algebra of polynomials in three real variables restricted to S2. Clearly, rA0 is a
dense Poisson sub-algebra of C8pS2q whose Poisson bracket is defined by restricting the Poisson
bracket of S2. Now let Q~ : rA0 Ñ A~ be the map defined by

Q~pP q :“
1{~` 1

4π

ż

S2

P pxq |xyxx| 1
~
dµx , (2.2)

where dµx indicates the unique SOp3q-invariant Haar measure on S2 with
ş

S2 dµx “ 4π and

|xyxx|1{~ P BpSym1{~pC2qq » M1{~`1pCq is the projection onto the linear span of the unit vector

x1{~ (we refer to [14, 26] for further details on Sym1{~pC2q). As explained in more details in the

proof of [13, Theorem 8.1], the C˚-algebra rA consisting of

π~paq :“

#

f for ~ “ 0

Q~pfq for ~ P 1{N

for every f P CpS2q is a continuous bundle of C˚-algebras and Q~ defines a quantization map
which satisfies Properties piq ´ pivq of Definition 2.9.

Remark 2.13. Let us remark that the quantization maps Q~ constructed in Example 2.12 define
a so-called Berezin quantization, see e.g. [12] and that, in physics literature, the unit vector x1{~
are called coherent spin states, see e.g [20].

3 Products of Poisson algebras

Let A and B two Poisson commutative ˚-algebras (densely contained in commutative C˚-algebras
Ā and B̄, respectively) and assume that there exists a strict deformation quantization of A and
B respectively. The aim of this section is to provide a necessary and sufficient criteria for the
existence of a strict deformation quantization of the algebraic tensor product A b B. We start
by showing that AbB is a dense Poisson ˚-subalgebra of Āb̂εB̄.

Lemma 3.1. Let A and B be dense Poisson ˚-subalgebras of commutative C˚-algebras Ā and B̄
respectively. Then there exists a Poisson structure on AbB and AbB is dense in Āb̂εB̄.
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Proof. Let AbB the algebraic tensor product of A and B. For any f1 b f2, g1 b g2 P AbB the
map t¨, ¨ub defined by

tf1 b f2, g1 b g2ub :“ tf1, g1uA b f2g2 ` f1g1 b tf2, g2uB , (3.1)

where t¨, ¨uA and t¨, ¨uB denotes the Poisson bracket on A and B respectively, is a Poisson bracket
on AbB.

To conclude our proof we need to show that A b B is dense in Āb̂εB̄. But this follows
immediately because A b B is dense (in the cross norm } ¨ }ε) in Ā b B̄ which is dense in
Āb̂εB̄.

Corollary 3.2. Let X and Y be locally compact Poisson manifolds. Then there exists a Poisson
structure on the manifold X ˆ Y .

Proof. Since C80 pXq (resp. C80 pY q) is a dense Poisson ˚-subalgebra of C0pXq (resp. C0pY q),
by Lemma 3.1 it follows that C80 pXq b C80 pY q is a Poisson algebras densely contained in
C0pXqb̂εC0pY q. By [21, Corollary B.17] we obtain that C0pXqb̂εC0pY q » C0pX ˆ Y q and
we can define a Poisson bracket on C80 pX ˆ Y q by declaring

tf, guC80 pXˆY q :“ tfp¨, yq, gp¨, yquC80 pXq ` tfpx, ¨q, gpx, ¨quC80 pY q .

This concludes our proof.

With the next theorem we shall provide a criterion for the existence of a strict deformation
quantization of the algebraic tensor product rA0 b rB0, where rA0 and rB0 are assumed to admit a
strict deformation quantization in the sense of Definition 2.9.

Theorem 3.3. Let rA0 and rB0 be Poisson ˚-algebras densely contained in commutative C˚-
algebras A0 and B0 respectively and assume that rA0 and rB0 admit a strict deformation quan-
tization in the sense of Definition 2.9. Denote with A “ pI, A, π~q (resp. B “ pI,B, σ~q) the
continuous bundle of C˚-algebras and with QA~ (resp QB~ ) the quantization map for rA0 (resp. for
rB0). Then there exists a strict deformation quantization of rA0 b rB0 over the interval I with a
quantization map given by Q~ :“ QA~ bQ

B
~ if and only if for every ~ P I

kerpπ~ b σ~q “ kerpπ~qb̂εB `Ab̂ε kerpσ~q . (3.2)

Proof. We begin by showing that condition (3.2) is a sufficient criterion. By Lemma 3.1, rA0b rB0

are a dense Poisson ˚-subalgebra of A0b̂εB0. Furthermore, if condition (3.2) is satisfied then by
Theorem 2.8 the bundle Ab̂εB is continuous.

Now we check that the quantization map Q~ :“ QA~ b QB~ satisfies properties (i)-(iv) in
Definition 2.9. By linearity of Q~ it suffices to check this on elementary tensors.

(i) Q0 “ QA0 b QB0 is the inclusion map and Q~p1A0bB0q “ 1A~ b 1B~ which is the unit of
A~b̂εB~.

(ii) For every f b g P rA0 b rB0 we have

Q~ppf b gq
˚q “ QA~ bQ

B
~ pf

˚ b g˚q “ QA~ pf
˚q bQB~ pg

˚q “ QA~ pfq
˚ bQB~ pgq

˚ “ Q~pf b gq
˚ ,

where we used the fact that QA~ and QB~ are quantization maps.

(iii) Since QA~ pfq and QB~ pgq are continuous section of A~ and B~ respectively for any f P rA0

and g P rB0, then the map

0 ÞÑ f b g;

~ ÞÑ Q~pf b gq “ QA~ pfq bQ
B
~ pgq, p~ P pIzt0uqq

is a continuous section of Ab̂εB by construction. Indeed, the following function is contin-
uous:

~ ÞÑ }π~pQ~pf b gqq}~,ε “ }π~pQ
A
~ pfqq}~ }π~pQ

B
~ pgqq}~ .
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(iv) Each pair f1 b g1, f2 b g2 P rA0 b rB0 one has

rQ~pf1 b g1q, Q~pf2 b g2qs “rQ
A
~ pf1q bQ

B
~ pg1q, Q

A
~ pf2q bQ

B
~ pg2qs “

“rQA~ pf1q, Q
A
~ pf2qs bQ

B
~ pg1qQ

B
~ pg2q

`QA~ pf2qQ
A
~ pf1q b rQ

B
~ pg1q, Q

B
~ pg2qs

and

Q~ptf1 b g1, f2 b g2ubq “Q~ptf1, f2uA b g1g2 ` f1f2 b tg1, g2uBq “

“QA~ ptf1, f2uAq bQ
B
~ pg1g2q `Q

A
~ pf1f2q bQ

B
~ ptg1, g2uBq

where we used Equation (3.1) and t¨, ¨uA (resp. t¨, ¨uB) denotes the Poisson bracket on rA0

(resp. rB0). It then follows

}
i

~
rQ~pf1 b g1q,Q~pf2 b g2qs ´Q~ptf1 b g1, f2 b g2uq}~,ε

ď }
i

~
rQA~ pf1q, Q

A
~ pf2qs bQ

B
~ pg1qQ

B
~ pg2q ´Q

A
~ ptf1, f2uAq bQ

B
~ pg1g2q}~,ε

` }
i

~
QA~ pf2qQ

A
~ pf1q b rQ

B
~ pg1q, Q

B
~ pg2qs ´Q

A
~ pf1f2q bQ

B
~ ptg1, g2uBq}~,ε .

The first term in the above inequality can be estimated as follows:

lim
~Ñ0

}
i

~
rQA~ pf1q,Q

A
~ pf2qs bQ

B
~ pg1qQ

B
~ pg2q ´Q

A
~ ptf1, f2uAq bQ

B
~ pg1g2q}~,ε

“ lim
~Ñ0

›

›

›

´ i

~
rQA~ pf1q, Q

A
~ pf2qs ´Q

A
~ ptf1, f2uAq

¯

bQB~ pg1qQ
B
~ pg2q

´QA~ ptf1, f2uAq b

´

QB~ pg1g2q ´Q
B
~ pg1qQ

B
~ pg2q

¯
›

›

›

~,ε

ď lim
~Ñ0

}
i

~
rQA~ pf1q, Q

A
~ pf2qs ´Q

A
~ ptf1, f2uAq}~}Q

B
~ pg1qQ

B
~ pg2q}~

` }QA~ ptf1, f2uAq}~}Q
B
~ pg1g2q ´Q

B
~ pg1qQ

B
~ pg2q}~ Ñ 0

where we used Equation (2.1) together with

lim
~Ñ0

}Q~pfq}~ “ }f}0, and lim
~Ñ0

}Q~pfqQ~pgq ´Q~pfgq}~ “ 0 ,

which follows from the definition of a continuous bundle of C˚-algebras. Using a similar argument
we obtain

lim
~Ñ0

}
i

~
QA~ pf2qQ

A
~ pf1q b rQ

B
~ pg1q, Q

B
~ pg2qs ´Q

A
~ pf1f2q bQ

B
~ ptg1, g2uBq}~,ε Ñ 0.

Since given two C˚-algebras, A and B, Ab̂εB is the smallest C˚-algebra containing A b B,
it follows that Ab̂εB is the smallest bundle of C˚-algebras containing Ab B. Therefore if there
exists another tensor product bC which makes Ab̂CB a C˚-algebras, Ab̂εB is contained in
Ab̂CB. Since condition 3.2 is a sufficient and necessary condition to make Ab̂εB continuous (cf.
Theorem 2.8), we can conclude.

As explained in Section 2.1, given two continuous bundle of C˚-algebras A and B over I, the
injective tensor product Ab̂εB is not continuous in general. However for I “ 1{NYt0u, Ab̂εB is
a continuous bundle.

Corollary 3.4. Assume the setup of Theorem 3.3. If I :“ 1{NY t0u then there always exists a
strict deformation quantization of rA0b̂ε rB0 over I.
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Proof. We just need to check that Ab̂εB is a continuous bundle of C˚-algebras. But this follows
from the fact that any function is continuous on 1{N and rA0b̂ε rB0 is a nuclear C˚-algebras (cf.
Lemma 2.6).

Corollary 3.5. Let X and Y be Poisson manifold and assume there exists a strict deformation
quantization of C0pXq and C0pY q over I “ 1{N Y t0u. Then there exists a strict deformation
quantization of X ˆ Y over I.

Proof. On account of Corollary 3.4, there exists a strict deformation quantization of C0pXqb̂εC0pY q
which is isomorphic to C0pX ˆ Y q by [21, Corollary B.17]. To conclude our proof is enough to
endow C0pX ˆ Y q with the Poisson structure given by Corollary 3.2.

4 Products of KMS states

The aim of this section is to show that given two KMSβ states ωA and ωB for two C˚-algebras
A and B respectively, there exists a KMSβ-state ωAb̂εB for Ab̂εB. For sake of completeness let
us recall the definition of a KMSβ state.

Definition 4.1. Consider the C˚-dynamical system given by a C˚-algebra A and a strongly
continuous representation ϕt of R in the automorphism group of A. A linear functional ω : AÑ C
is called a KMSβ-states if the following holds true:

(1) it is positive, i.e. ωpa˚aq ě 0 for all a P A;

(2) it is normalized, i.e. }ω} :“ suptωpaq | a P A, }a} “ 1u “ 1;

(3) it satisfies the KMSβ-condition: for all a, b P A there is a holomorphic function Fab on the
strip Sβ :“ Rˆ ip0, βq Ă C with a continuous extension to Sβ such that

Fabptq “ ωpaϕtpbqq and Fabpt` iβq “ ωpϕtpbqaq .

Theorem 4.2. Let ωA and ωB be KMSβ-states for the C˚-dynamical systems pA,ϕtA ,Rq and
pB,φtB ,Rq respectively and denote with Φt,s an extension of ϕtbφs to an automorphism of Ab̂εB
such that

Φt,spab bq “ ϕtpaq b φspbq (4.1)

for any a b b P Ab̂εB. Then there exists a KMSβ state ωAb̂εB for the C˚-dynamical system
pAb̂εB,Φt,t,R) such that

ωAb̂εBpab bq “ ωApaqωBpbq . (4.2)

Remark 4.3. Before proving our claim, let us remark that the existence of Φt,s is guaranteed
by [21, Proposition B13]. Furthermore, on account of [21, Corollary B12], the state ωA b ωB

extends to a state ωAb̂εω
B on Ab̂εB which satisfies Equation (4.2). So to prove Theorem 4.2 it

is enough to check that ωAb̂εB satisfies the KMSβ condition.
Let us also remark, this theorem can be proved using modular theory.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. We hereto denote by Sβ the strip associated to the KMSβ-states ωA and
ωB, and by FA :“ FAa1,a2 and FB :“ FBb1,b2 the corresponding holomorphic functions for every
a1, a2 P A, b1, b2 P B.

Consider now d, c P Ab̂εB. Since A b B a dense ˚-subalgebra of Ab̂εB there exist some
sequences of ci P A b B and di P A b B which converge in the injective tensor norm to c and
d respectively. In particular, we may write ci :“

ř

ki
cki1 b cki2 and di :“

ř

li
dli1 b dli2, with

cki1 b cki2, dj1 b dj2 P A b B. Using Equation (4.1) and (4.2) together with the linearity of ωA

and ωB, for any t, s P Sβ it holds

ωAb̂εBpdiΦt,spciqq “ Σkiliω
Apdli1ϕtpcki1qqω

Bpdli2φspcki2qq.

9



Since ωA and ωB are β-KMS states, it follows that

ωAb̂εBpdiΦt,spciqq “ ΣkiliF
A
dli1,cki1

ptqFBdli2,cki2
psq,

where FAdli1,cki1
and FBdli2,cki2

are holomorphic functions for any k, l such that FAdli1,cki1
and FBdli2,cki2

are analytic on Sβ, continuous and bounded on S̄β. Since for any i the sums in ki and li are
finite, and the product and sum of two analytic functions remains analytic, the above expression
extends to a holomorphic function Fdi,ci analytic on SβˆSβ, and bounded and continuous on the
closure S̄βˆ S̄β. This yields a sequence of holomorphic functions Fi :“ Fdi,ci analytic on SβˆSβ,
and bounded and continuous on the closure S̄β ˆ S̄β. Moreover, we claim that the sequence pFiqi
converges uniformly on the boundary of Sβ ˆSβ to some function. To verify our claim it suffices
to check this for Rˆ R. Hereto we take tˆ s P Rˆ R and compute

lim
i
|ωAb̂εBpdΦt,spcqq ´ ω

Ab̂εBpdiΦt,spciq|
2 ď lim

i
||c´ ci||

2 ` ||d´ di||
2 “ 0,

where we used that ωAb̂εB is a state and that ci and di converge to c and d, respectively. Since
the limit does not depend on tˆs the convergence is uniform. As a result of [6, Proposition 5.3.5]
the functions Fi satisfy

sup
zPS̄βˆS̄β

|Fipzq| “ sup
pt,sqPRˆR

|Fipt, sq|.

It follows that

sup
zPS̄βˆS̄β

|Fipzq ´ Fjpzq| “ sup
pt,sqPRˆR

|Fipt, sq ´ Fjpt, sq|. (4.3)

Since pFiq converges uniformly on the boundary of Sβ ˆ Sβ to some function, in particular the
sequence pFiq is uniformly Cauchy on the boundary. Hence, the right hand side of (4.3) tends to
zero as i, j Ñ8. This implies that pFiq is uniformly Cauchy on S̄β ˆ S̄β and hence the sequence
pFiq converges uniformly to some continuous function F :“ Fd,c on S̄β ˆ S̄β. In particular, the
sequence pFiq also converges uniformly to F on every compact subset of Sβ ˆSβ, so F is analytic
on SβˆSβ by [10, Proposition 3]. We conclude that the limiting function F is analytic on SβˆSβ
and continuous and bounded on S̄β ˆ S̄β. Restricting to the diagonal, i.e. t “ s, this function
satisfies

Fd,cptq “ ωAb̂εBpdΦt,tpcqq.

By a similar argument as above one can show that it holds also

Fd,cpt` iβq “ ωAb̂εBpΦt,tpcqdq .

This conclude our proof.

As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.2 we get the following result.

Corollary 4.4. Assume the setup of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.2. Let ωA~ and ωB~ be a sequence
of (KMSβ-)states for A~ :“ π~pAq and B~ :“ π~pBq. If ωA~ and ωB~ admit a classical limit, i.e.

for every f P rA0 and g P rB0 there exist the limits

ωA0 pfq “ lim
~Ñ0

ωA~ pQ
A
~ pfqq and ωB0 pgq “ lim

~Ñ0
ωA~ pQ

B
~ pgqq

then the sequence of (KMSβ-)state ωAb̂εB~ has a classical limit given by

ωAb̂εB0 pf b gq “ lim
~Ñ0

ωAb̂εB~ pQ~pf b gqq .
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5 Applications

5.1 Spin systems

In this section we show how quantum spin systems arise from classical spin systems using our
quantization formalism.

In Example 2.12 we have seen how a single sphere S2 is quantized using quantization maps
defined by Equation (2.2). The fibers of the continuous bundle of C˚-algebras are given by

A~ :“

#

CpS2q for ~ “ 0

Mat2J`1pCq for J :“ 1{~ P N

where J plays the role of the inverse semi-classical parameter ~. As notice first by Lieb in [17],
and independently in [18, 25], the spin operators can be obtained using the quantization map
Q1{J

pJ ` 1q cos pθq ÞÑ Sz

pJ ` 1q sin pθq cos pφq ÞÑ Sx

pJ ` 1q sin pθq sin pφq ÞÑ Sy

(5.1)

where pθ, φq (resp px, y, zq ) are spherical (resp. cartesian) coordinates on S2. As usual Sx, Sy, Sz
can be understood as a (unitary finite dimensional) irreducible representation of the Lie algebra
sup2q on the Hilbert space C2J`1. Furthermore these operators satisfy rSx, Sys “ iSz cyclically.
Here the number J is also called the spin of the given representation.

A general classical spin system is typically defined as a polynomial on the cartesian product of
say d spheres S2, denoted by ˆdS2, where d indicates the number of classical spins. Therefore the
classical algebra on which classical spin systems are defined is Cpˆd S2q or equivalently CpS2qbεd

(see Example 2.5). As a by-product of Theorem 3.3, the quantization maps are given by linear
extension of the following map

Q
pdq
1{J : rAbεd0 ÑM2J`1pCq b ¨ ¨ ¨ bM2J`1pCq

loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

d times

;

Q
pdq
1{Jpf1, ..., fdq “ Q

p1q
1{Jpf1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bQ

p1q
1{Jpfdq

loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

d times

,
(5.2)

where Q
p1q
1{J is given by (2.2), and rA0 the dense subalgebra of CpS2q given by polynomials in three

real variables restricted to the sphere S2. Keeping this in mind, we now provide three illustrating
examples where quantization theory and spin systems come together.

The Ising model We consider the classical Ising model in a transverse magnetic field B. The
corresponding function hIs P CpˆdS2q is defined by

hIspe1, ..., edq “ ´
d´1
ÿ

j“1

zizj`1 ´B
d
ÿ

j“1

xj , pej “ pxj , yj , zjq P S2, j “ 1, ..., dq.

Employing the identification CpˆdS2q » CpS2qbεd, we obtain

hIs :“ ´
d´1
ÿ

j“1

hzj b hzj`1 b 1S2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1S2 ´B
d
ÿ

j“1

hxj b 1S2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1S2 ,

where each hz, hx P CpS2q are given respectively by hzpejq “ zj and hxpejq “ xj for all j “ 1, ..., d.

11



In view of (5.1), we see that the coordinate functions pJ ` 1qxi are mapped to Si where
i “ x, y, z. Analogously to the work done in [17] let us now replace these coordinates ej by
pJ `1qej . We then apply our quantization maps (5.2) to this function. It not difficult to see that
this image yields the following operator

HIs
d “ ´

d´1
ÿ

j“1

SzpjqSzpj ` 1q ´B
d
ÿ

j“1

Sxpjq,

where the operators Sxpjq and Szpjq act as the operators Sx and Sz on Hj “ C2J`1 and as the
unit matrix 12J`1 elsewhere. This operator exactly corresponds to the quantum Ising model of
d immobile spin particles each with total angular momentum J under a ferromagnetic coupling,
defined on the Hilbert space Hd “

Âd
j“1 Hj , with Hj “ C2J`1. Hence,

Q
pdq
1{Jph

Is
J q “ HIs

d ,

where hIsJ is defined on the scaled vectors pJ ` 1qej . Note that the operator HIs
d clearly depends

on J since it is defined on the Hilbert space Hd “
Âd

j“1 C2J`1. This shows the interplay between
on the one hand the classical symbol on a product of spheres and on the other hand the quantum
Hamiltonian describing the quantum Ising model.

The Heisenberg model We consider the classical Heisenberg spin model hHei on ˆdS2 defined
by

hHeipe1, ..., edq :“ ´
d´1
ÿ

j“1

xixi`1 ` yiyi`1 ` zizi`1.

Applying the quantization maps (5.2) to hHei we obtain by a similar argument as in the previous

example Q
pdq
1{Jph

Hei
J q “ HHei

d , where the operator HHei
d denotes the quantum Heisenberg model on

the Hilbert space Hd “
Âd

j“1 C2J`1,

HHei
d “ ´

d´1
ÿ

j“1

Sj ¨ Sj`1,

with each of the operators in Sj “ pS
x
j , S

y
j , S

z
j q acting on the Hilbert space HJ “ C2J`1 and as

the identity elsewhere. As before, note that the function hHeiJ is defined on the vectors pJ ` 1qej .

The Curie-Weiss model We stress that also mean-field quantum spin systems can me modeled
using our this theory. In this case, we take the d-fold tensor product of e.g. the algebra M2pCq
with itself. A typical example is the quantum Curie-Weiss model whose Hamiltonian is given by

HCW
d “ ´

1

2d

d
ÿ

i,j“1

σ3pjqσ3piq ´B
d
ÿ

j“1

σxpjq,

with again B the magnetic field. Such models share the property that they leave the symmetric
subspace SymdpC2q Ă

Âd
i“1M2pCq of dimension d`1 invariant [18,26]. Therefore, one can restrict

such Hamiltonians to SymdpC2q. In this setting the restricted operator acts on the Hilbert space
Cd`1, and the parameter d now plays the role of the spin 2J as explained in the beginning of this
section. It has been shown [18,25] that the polynomial function on the single sphere S2

hCW0 pθ, φq “ ´p
1

2
cospθq2 `B sinpθq cospφqq; pθ P r0, πs, φ P r0, 2πqq
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modulo and error of Op1{dq quantizes the quantum (restricted) Curie-Weiss model under the map
(2.2). Therefore, also in this case we recover the correspondence between the classical function
on S2 and the (restricted) quantum mean field Hamiltonian.

Remark 5.1. As a result of the properties of the continuous bundle of C˚-algebras in all these
examples it may be clear that in the classical limit J Ñ8 the norm of the quantum Hamiltonians
correspond to the supremum norm of the corresponding classical functions, in the sense that

lim
JÑ8

}HQuantum
d }J “ }h

classical
d }0

Of course, in view of Equation (5.1), one should rescale the operators Sx, Sy, Sz appearing in the
quantum Hamiltonians by a factor 1{pJ ` 1q in order to make the above limit existing.

Remark 5.2. We underline that the strict deformation quantization of the d-fold tensor product
of S2 with itself provides a new perspective in order to study the thermodynamic limit (i.e.
d Ñ 8) and classical limit (i.e. J Ñ 8) of the spin system in question. The properties of the
quantization maps can be extremely useful in order to study the above mentioned limits of for
example the free energy, the possible convergence of Gibbs states, or for (algebraic) ground states
induced by eigenvectors [17,25] as also explain in the introduction. Indeed, in a slightly different
context Lieb [17] implicitly used the properties of the quantization maps (2.2) and (5.2) in order
to prove the existence of such limits.

5.2 The resolvent algebra

In this section we shall show that the resolvent of Schödinger operators for non-interacting particle
system can be given in terms of an integral of the tensor product of quantization maps. To achieve
our goal, we shall benefit from [7,27].

Let pX,σq be a symplectic vector space admitting a complex structure and denote be CRpXq
the commutative C˚-algebra of functions on pX,σq. Similar to the case of the (non-commutative)
resolvent algebra RpX,σq of Buchholz and Grundling (cf. [7]), the algebra CRpXq is the C˚-
subalgebra of CbpXq ( the algebra of continuous functions on X that are bounded with respect
to the supremum norm) generated by the functions

hλxpyq “ 1{piλ´ x ¨ yq,

for x P X and λ P Rzt0u. The inner product ¨ gives rise to a norm || ¨ || and a topology (the
standard ones for real pre-Hilbert spaces X), making hλx a continuous function. We now define
the space SRpXq Ă CRpXq consisting of so-called levees g ˝ px

SRpXq “ spantg ˝ px levee | g P SpranpP qu,

where a levee f : X Ñ C is a composition f “ g ˝ P of some finite dimensional projection P
and some function g P C0pranpP qq. As shown in [27, Proposition 2.4] SRpXq is a dense ˚-Poisson
subalgebra of CRpXq.

Now let us denote the resolvent algebra by RpX,σq. This is the C˚-subalgebra of BpFpX̄qq
generated by the resolvents Rpλ, xq :“ piλ ´ ϕpxqq´1 for λ P Rzt0u and x P X, where FpX̄q
denoted the bosonic Fock space (symmetric Hilbert space) of the completion of X with respect to
its complex inner product. It can be shown that the fibers A0 :“ CRpXq (~ “ 0) and the constant
fiber A~ “ RpX,σq above ~ ‰ 0 entail a continuous bundle of C˚-algebras over I :“ r0,8q.
In [27, Theorem 3.7] van Nuland showed that there exists a strict deformation quantization of
the commutative resolvent algebra A0 “ CRpXq over base space I “ r0,8q with non-zero fibers
given by the (non-commutative) resolvent algebra A~ “ RpX,σq. The corresponding quantization
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maps (denoted by QW~ ) are defined in terms of Weyl-quantization on the dense Poisson subalgebra
SRpXq Ă CRpXq “ A0. Furthermore, these maps are surjective.

Since A0 :“ CRpXq and the resolvent algebra A~ “ RpX,σq are nuclear C˚-algebras (see
e.g. [8, Proposition 3.4]), there exists a strict deformation quantization of CRpXq b CRpXq (cf.
Theorem 3.3). In particular, the quantization maps are defined on the dense Poisson algebra
SRpXq b SRpXq Ă A0 ˆA0.

Schrödinger operators affiliated with the resolvent algebra From now on, we set X “ R2

with its standard symplectic form σ and work in the Schrödinger representation π0 of RpR2, σq.
We denote by Q,P the canonical position and momentum operators in the Schrödinger rep-
resentation. Let H “ HpP,Qq be a self-adjoint operator. When its resolvent is contained in
π0pRpR2, σqq we may consider its preimage

rRHpλq “ π´1
0 ppiλ´Hq´1q, pλ P Rzt0uq, (5.3)

as long as λ is not in the spectrum of H. We then say that H is affiliated with RpR2, σq. Since
R2 is finite dimensional, Equation (5.3) holds for Schrödinger operators with compact resolvent
or for Schrödinger operators with potential V P C0pRq [7, Proposition 6.2].

Many particle systems We consider (~-dependent) Schrödinger operators Hi pi “ 1, ..., Nq
each densely defined on some Hilbert space Hi and affiliated with RpR2, σq. We then consider
the tensor product of these operators

H :“ H1 b 12 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1N ` 11 bH2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1N ` ...` 11 b 12 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bHN , (5.4)

where 1i denotes the identity operator on Hi for i “ 1, ..., N . One can extend the operator H
to a densely defined self-adjoint operator on H “

ÂN
i“1 Hi. By construction the operators Hi

now viewed as operators on H commute. The operator H therefore describes a system of N
non-interacting particles. To simplify matters, let us restrict to the case when N “ 2 and let us
assume that the spectra of H1 and H2 are bounded from below. It can then be shown that the
resolvent of H is given as a (operator valued) function of H2 in terms of a Dunford integral [16],
using the fact that R1 “ 11bR2 obviously commutes with R2 “ R1b 12. Concretely, this means
that for any λ in the set ρpHq

Ş2
i“1 ρpHiq (where ρ denotes the resolvent), we have

RHpλq “ lim
kÑ8

1

2πi

ż

Γk

dzpz ` λ`H1q
´1pz ´H1q

´1, (5.5)

where Γk is a suitable contour crossing the real axis in some point xk P R where xk increasing
towards infinity as k Ñ8. We can rewrite (5.5) as

RHpλq “ lim
kÑ8

1

2πi

ż

Γk

dzR1pz ` λqR2pzq,

where R1 and R2 denote the resolvent of ´H1 and H2, respectively. Since each of them is affiliated
with RpR2, σq we can consider their preimages under π0 which we denote by rR1 and rR2. Since
π0 is a faithful representation we obtain

rRHpλq “ lim
kÑ8

1

2πi

ż

Γk

dz rR1pz ` λq rR2pzq.

The previous results in this section now imply the existence of two functions fz`λ1 , fz2 P CRpR2q

such that

rR1pz ` λq “ QW~ pf
z`λ
1 q b 12;

rR2pzq “ 11 bQ
W
~ pf

z
2 q.
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Combining the above results yields

rRHpλq “ lim
kÑ8

1

2πi

ż

Γk

dzQW~ pf
z`λ
1 q bQW~ pf

z
2 q.

This implies that the resolvent of Schödinger operators for non-interacting particle system (as
defined above) can be given in terms of an integral of the tensor product of quantization maps,
quantizing functions in the commutative resolvent algebra.
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